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KAWELU PLANITIA, VENUS: GEOLOGY AND MECHANISMS FOR THE FORMATION OF A MAJOR 
VOLCANIC REGION, Michael B. Helgerud, Carleton College, Northfield, MN 55057, Dave Senske, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91 109. 

Mantle upwelling is interpreted to be a major process in the formation of large volcanic centers on Venus [1,2,3]. 
Kawelu Planitia possesses characteristics similar to other parts of Venus interpreted to have formed in association 
with mantle plumes, namely large volcanic centers, narrow belts of rifting, and extensive flows emplaced by 
apparent lava flooding [4,5]. To better understand the geologic history of this area and to link the surface geology to 
processes in the interior, we have mapped it in detail and modeled gravity data for several Magellan Cycle 4 orbits. 

Kawelu Planitia, centered near 45" N, 244" E, is a relatively flat low land dominated by the volcano Sekmet 
Mons and three lobate regions interpreted to be lava flow fields. Within the area studied here, C1-MIDR45N244 
(Fig.l), 9 units are identified, the oldest of which is complex ridged terrain (CRT), a highly deformed unit containing 
multiple directions of deformation. Embaying this unit are regionally extensive homogeneous plains that contain 
few lobate features. Superimposed on these two oldest units are numerous flow fields, Coronae, troughs, 
lineaments, radar-dark diffuse patches, and impact craters with associated ejecta. Due to a lack of contacts, age 
relations between many of the younger units are difficult to ascertain. In several locations, troughs have clearly 
controlled the emplacement of some the major lava flows, representing deformation that occurred prior to major 
episodes of volcanism but after the emplacement of the plains. 

Three lava flow complexes dominate Kawelu Planitia. Stratigraphic relations suggest that volcanism may have 
progressed in a north to south direction. One of the major flow complexes originates at Sekmet Mons, a volcano 
superposed on complex ridged terrain (CRT). The majority of the volcanic material from Sekmet has been emplaced 
to the north and east. Numerous lineations superimposed on the volcano are unambiguously identified as troughs. 
The truncation of many of these structures by summit flows implies that at least two episodes of eruption occurred 
separated by a period of rifting. Lineations arrayed roughly radially on the SW flank of Sekmet Mons cross lava 
flow boundaries and define the NE segment of an elongate topographic depression, suggesting the occurrence of 
subsidence Two other major flow complexes, an Eastern Flow Field and a Western Flow Field (Fig. I), are 
associated with clusters of volcanic domes. Both appear to be at least partially located within depressions. One of 
the flows (42.6" N, 243.2' E), originating from the Eastern Flow Field, is channelized in a trough that cuts across 
the distal flows of Sekmet. Initial lava emplacement from Sekmet Mons thus occurred prior to rifting and the flow 
associated with the dome cluster. Lineaments in the southeastern porlion of Eastern Flow Field border a topographic 
low and are part of a system of graben that formed after lava emplacement. A northern lobe from the Western Flow 
Field superposes a flow from the Eastern Flow Field, suggesting that at least a portion of the western unit is 
younger. The complicated history of lava emplacement and the ambiguity of contacts between units prevents this 
statement from being made about the two flow fields as a whole. 

During its fourth mapping cycle, Magellan obtained line-of-sight (LOS) acceleration data over Kawelu Planitia 
(orbits 71 15-7189). To obtain a general understanding of the relationship between the surface geology and processes 
responsible for the formation of the volcanic features, we examined simple two dimensional models in the LOS 
geometry using the program ORBSIM [6]. In this model, the gravitational attraction due to topography as well as 
that due to a corresponding compensating mass at depth is determined. The results from the modeling indicate that a 
single depth of compensation cannot account for features observed in the gravity data. For three orbits 7146, 7152 
(Fig. 2) and 7156, a positive anomaly of 4 mgal is centered near the depression associated with a dome cluster and a 
major lava flow field (40.5" N, 246' E). Modeling provides a good fit to the structure of this anomaly for a depth of 
150 to 200 lan. The northern part of the gravity profile, however, is better fit with an apparent compensation depth 
(ADC) of approximately 50 km. For orbits greater than 7156, those where the sub-spacecraft crosses regional plains 
units and CRT, ADC's range from 50 to 100 krn. 

The geologic history of Kawelu Planitia is characterized by early episodes of regionally extensive lava flooding 
followed by rifting and later the production of volcanic centers associated with major flow fields and clusters of 
volcanic domes. In several locations, the uphill trend of lava deposits suggests post emplacement subsidence. The 
correspondence of gravity data, surface features, and ADC's shows a trend with the largest values centered on areas of 
large-scale volcanism. On the basis of the presence of large-scale volcanic features, rifting, and large compensation 
depths, this region is interpreted to be associated with a region of mantle upwelling. In other areas, parts of the 
plains and the CRT, the relatively shallow depths suggest that these regions are most likely crustally compensated. 
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